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Special Feature  

CONNECT  

What A Week That Was!   
 

 2375 HC 

 That week is likely to be pivotal – and the fallout will start to show very quickly! 

1 The news of last week will mark the history books in a way which is only 
reserved for major world events.  Events like the ending of the Second World 
War – 9/11 – and the moon landing by Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin.  
 

 It is a quirk of timing that last week the UK inherited yet another early change 
in leader – Liz Trust being appointed PM succeeding Boris Johnson who won 
the leadership in July 2019.  That news is insignificant compared with the 
death of The Queen – after her reign of 70yrs.  The two events together 
however – in the same week –is something significant!  
 

  

 

 
  

2 Behind Princess Diana, The Queen could be the most photographed lady in 
history.  Not least due to her role in public life, coupled with the fact that this 
most iconic of persons reached the highly respectful age that she did. 
 
A shock has now reverberated around the whole country – if not the world – 
and a cloak of deep sadness has descended like a storm cloud over the 
whole nation.  
 
The Queen will leave an indelible mark on so many – and that will include 
the many millions who only saw her through a television screen.  For myself, I 
have just one real-life memory of seeing her with Prince Philip as she drove 
past my primary school where we’d all turned out to see her – waving Union 
flags we all made that morning in class.  How many have done just that? 
 

3 There will now inevitably be an extended time of outpouring.  The News 
channels are already filled wall to wall with the latest updates on the 
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movement of her coffin, her lying in state and the plans for her funeral on 
Mon20Sep22.   That will be followed with hours and days of documentaries 
about her life and the Ups and Downs of the Royal family image, which she 
appeared to mastermind to limit the huge damage caused.  A damage that 
could surely have not been any worse than that caused by Prince Andrew.  
 
Prince Andrew is likely to return to the frontpage news in the time ahead.  It is 
near-certain that there is much yet to be revealed about his connections with 
Jeffrey Epstein and - perhaps even more important – his behaviours with 
under-age women. 
  

4 But with all that said - and to be resaid again and again by commentators of 
all creeds – we have now stepped into a new era.  That era is the era of the 
person who has occupied the post of heir to the throne – again for more than 
70yrs.  It is the era of the now King Charles III. 
   

5 Before I take a closer look at King Charles and what this new era might mean 
for all of us, I want to take a look at our new PM – Liz Truss - otherwise 
known jokingly by some, as MissTrust! 
 
Apologies for using the label are deserved - out of common respect - but the 
sentiment is perhaps extremely accurate.  Liz Truss is the latest in a long line 
of politicians – and particularly senior politicians - who fill most of us with 
zero confidence in their ability and a total disbelief of anything they say.  It is 
unbelievably sad – and even more sad to experience – but politicians lie.  
And there is nothing about this politician that says Liz is any different. 
 
DDN is a media platform which CONNECT monitors and the following article 
was posted by them recently.  It is a comical assessment of Liz Truss and the 
whole political system as described by comedian Nabil Abdulrashid.  
Apologies for the language in advance.  CONNECT makes an exception to 
publish in this case – due to the humour and the valid points he makes.       
Just when you thought it couldn’t get worse than Boris Johnson 
 
In Nabil’s video, clock what Liz Truss says - about the starter homes which 
have not been built, as ‘we’ would have liked.  Lie number one coming up 
right here – as was revealed by Andrew Neil on BBC TV.   
 
How is she the best they have to offer – Nabil asks? 
As Nabil makes plain – Liz Truss has been voted the county’s leader by o.3% 
of the nation’s population.  Are you seeing what I am seeing? 
This is a political and democratic system ripe for binning. 
 
On a very serious note, though, Liz Truss is about to announce China as a 
serious threat.  She’s right, but not in the way she thinks – or at least is telling 
us.  She has already spoken in threatening terms of nuclear war with Russia 
over Ukraine.  This girl is seriously deranged in many people’s minds.  That 
said, there is barely a leader in the world who is daring to speak of peace 
talks in Ukraine.  Instead, the agenda is WAR, WAR, WAR and Biden is 
leading the charge with his eye-watering military support spending for the 
invaded Ukraine.   

https://www.doubledown.news/watch/2022/september/7/liz-truss-britains-stupidest-prime-minister
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How do we people of the world allow these types to get anywhere near the 
halls of power where they take CHARGE over all of us? 
 
On that point, it is worth saying that these politicians are effectively NOT in 
control.  It is clear to anyone that Biden is incapable of deciding and steering 
anything in his state of health.  This position alone tells us that there are 
others running the USA and others running other parts of the world too. 
This point is picked up below in an article below by News Punch.    
   
Sticking with defence spending though, there’s this recent article by the BBC. 
Liz Truss defence spending to cost £157bn, says report – saying… 

Tory leadership hopeful Liz Truss would have to raise taxes or make cuts 
elsewhere to meet her spending pledges on defence, a think tank has 
said. 
In a report, the Royal United Services Institute (Rusi) said her commitment 
to spend 3% of national income on defence by 2030 would cost an extra 
£157bn. 
This would be the biggest increase since the 1950s, it said. 
It added there has been little attempt to prepare the public for the 
"sacrifices" involved in meeting it. 
The UK currently spends just over 2% a year on defence. Outgoing PM 
Boris Johnson argues it is 2.3% including support for Ukraine. 

 
That is our money she plans to spend on warring with people.   
Question. Which people in the world would choose to go to war with others?   
The answer on your lips is – “NO ONE!”  At least, No One in their right mind. 
 
We all have partners, wives, husbands, sons, daughters. mothers, fathers and 
wider family members.  On top of that, we have friends, close neighbours 
and work colleagues.  We also have millions of people we will never know, 
who toil each day to provide goods and services for us all.  The people will 
elect for stability every time – assuming all things equal.  Life is difficult 
enough without war or even the threat of it, made so by these politicians. 
 
And there I fancy is the main entrance to the world’s problems.  War has 
been declared an agenda item.  It drives defence spending – raises taxes – 
puts people on edge the whole time and importantly – causes people to 
watch the news for the government’s latest dictates and messages. 
 
The 9/11 story should have told everyone all they needed to know about 
starting wars.  For anyone who is thinking differently about 9/11 – thinking 
what the politicians told us all was the truth and nothing but the truth – you 
clearly haven’t been paying close enough attention.   
 
A man who runs his own radio show in Salford – although off-air currently 
due to a temporary technical challenge – speaks about 9/11.  After the event 
– 21yrs ago - he had a conversation with a person from Washington.  The 
person must have been a surveyor or structural engineer, since he was 
called in by someone at the Pentagon to give an opinion on the damage.  
The key message was – there was no plane or bits of plane in the building.  
Nothing! 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-62765529
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That should tell us all we need to know. 
 
Our man in Salford is the endearing Richie Allen – of the Richie Allen Show -
and his podcast from last weekend, where he talks about this, is here.     
Richie tells this part of the story at 17min15. 
 
Richie has worked in media for several decades and tells you at 10min30, 
that all the news platforms around the world get their news from just 3 
sources.  Those sources explained just who was responsible for the WTC 
attacks – and explained it so very quickly too!  Strange – or perhaps not? 
 
NOTE: If you haven’t yet seen Busted – a story which begins with a senior 
journalist blowing the whistle on news media corruption – I strongly 
recommend a watch.  The senior journalist appearing in the video, by the 
way, died in suspicious circumstances shortly after his book release.  
 
Returning to Nabil. 
Nabil draws attention to the fact that in every sphere of life things have got 
worse.  He could not be more right about that.  The thing is, there are those 
that speak of these things getting worse because life in the world is currently 
being orchestrated like that.  Baxter Dmitry of News Punch has more on this 
which I will come to below.   
 
Nabil is one of those people worth listening to, since he believes - like so 
many others - that the current system is DONE!  It is time for a new system 
where the working class take a hand in how things are decided and 
achieved.  There is a need to bin this Right Wing - Left Wing nonsense and 
find a way for us all to come together and get rid of this entire system.  I have 
to say – these are refreshing thoughts and I believe, for one, that it’s possible.   
In fact. It is more than possible – it is imperative!       
 

6 Turning the page, let’s take a look at the new guard taking over the safe-
handling of the Royal Family – King Charles III. 
 
Prince Charles – as was – has been a leading supporter of the WEF -World 
Economic Forum - for some years.  When he has spoken about such issues 
as Climate Change, he could hardly sound more passionate or more 
convincing.  I love that in people.  
 
The problem though for many, which has begun to emerge in more recent 
times, is that the science that the government tells us it follows appears to be 
at odds with the science understood by so many others.  Now, when 
situations like this happen in science circles, the scientists get together and 
thrash it out.  Once the thrashing process is complete, the science is normally 
agreed and considered settled.  Settled that is until someone comes up with 
another thought which challenges that settled science.  The thrashing out 
process starts again – albeit at another level usually. 
 
Did that happen here?  Well, it did – of sorts – but the science did not - it 
seems - get settled.  Instead, the opposing thoughts and arguments were 
silenced - buried.  Not very scientific!  Not in the least – and anyone who 

https://richieallen.co.uk/
https://richieallen.co.uk/21-years-later-reflections-on-9-11/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/IFzM1XkfPvhW/
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spoke against that settled science got branded with that usual label reserved 
for the dissenting voices. 
 
Here again we enter the world of the Conspiracy Theorist.   
Have you read my piece on this subject?  Skip the next section if you have.  
   

7 THE CONSPIRACY THEORY FACT 
 
I feel it is incredibly important for people to understand what is meant by the 
term – how it originally came to be part of the world’s lexicon – and why the 
theories of the Theorists come to exist in the first place. 
   
The term – Conspiracy Theory - was originated in the 1960’s by the CIA and is 
now used ad nauseam to discredit anyone who challenges the official 
storyline – that being the government’s storyline in the main.  The term is 
powerful beyond measure and sows the seed of doubt in anyone’s mind 
when connected with one of those challenges.    
 
Conspiracy Theories are like plants – they grow and thrive in soil which suits 
them.  Take away that soil and they wither and die.  The soil – or shall we say 
circumstance - in which Conspiracy Theories grow and thrive is described 
here: 
1. Too much conflicting information 
2. Inconsistencies in the official narrative 
3. Too many oddities and anomalies in that same narrative 
4. A total lack of transparency – and refusal to offer up transparency 
5.         The avoidance of questions or - more often - ignoring them altogether   
  
What can develop from these theories – pursued scientifically with 
professionalism – is an ultimate Conspiracy FACT.   
FACT is what is left when the official narrative has been exposed as a lie. 
 
Someone looking for the truth will piece together the facts that are known.  
Where the gaps exist in the exercise, that someone puts in place a stand-in 
thought or idea.  It’s a substitute stand-in fact, if you like, which stands to be 
replaced – or confirmed – later.   So, a theory arises and is subject to later 
modification or collapse due to a different or better theory – OR better still, 
arrival at THE TRUTH. 
 

8 The whole world is being told how Climate Change is happening.  Have you 
noticed how Climate Change is the replacement buzz phrase – for what was 
called Global Warming.  In the UK, I’ve not seen any evidence of warming 
myself – only the opposite in fact.  Use of an electric blanket in June tells me 
I’m right.  I guess that makes me soft - but no softer now than I ever was!   
 
I will though confess that strange climate things are happening – or appear 
to be – but I have no idea if those changes have anything to do with us - the 
people, I mean.  And there are many scientists who say they aren’t.  Well, 
who knows without that thrashing out process – and on the public stage! 
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What comes with this official narrative from all the governments - of the 
largest and richest nations - is the same.  We must do this - and we must do 
that.  The world is being tipped upside down to follow the agenda put out by 
these governments – all singing from the same hymn sheet along with the 
WEF.  You may have read the WEF Plan for 2030? 
 
It is amazing that in recent times, these politicians have seemingly got so 
close.  It was only a few years ago that Greta Thunberg was a lone voice – 
verbally beating up world leaders in public for not doing the right thing.   And 
now they profess to be doing just that.  But I’m as certain about this as I am 
about 9/11 – which was, without a shadow of doubt a False Flag Event.   
Greta does not deserve the credit for convincing these leaders about 
anything – except perhaps their vulnerability to being humiliated by a young 
person with a very definite view to share – with stinging effect.  
 
It appears very strongly that there is an agenda being set which has a grip on 
these politicians to a most extraordinary extent. 
 
This is a massive subject and one which can only really be assessed in 
manageable bite-size chunks. 
  

9 The bite-size chunks could include Baxter Dmitry’s piece on News Punch – 
which I mentioned earlier. 
It is a short but interesting exposition and observation. 
 
I was particularly gripped by what was said about poking Prince Charles in 
the chest.  OK, it looks bad and could be explained away as Evelyn de 
Rothschild – banker for the world – acting out for Charles what he told 
someone else to do.   
Or maybe not.  See the video at 5min30. 
 
Sticking with bankers – earlier in the video at 4min30 – we hear BIS General 
Manager, Agustin Carstens, explain about the control of future money.  That 
is for those that get to hang on to some!    
The BIS – the Bank of International Settlements - is the TOP bank.  
 
It seems that those who hold all the purse strings really do have all the 
power and maybe it is these types – the Rothschilds etc, who are calling all 
the moves.   

“Permit me to issue and control the money of a nation and I care not who 
makes the laws.” 

Meyer Amschel Rothschild [1744-1812] 
 
In the video at 6min30 Jessie Czebotar explains how people with power 
exercise that power over others to spread their influence.  Examples of this 
occurring in the world of entertainment – where many of the great social 
influences exist today – form an ever-increasing list of individuals.  Why 
would this list exclude politicians – the law makers?   
Well, it appears that it doesn’t.   
 

https://newspunch.com/king-charles-iii-vows-to-usher-in-great-reset-following-queen-elizabeths-death/
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10 The major and stark difference between The Queen and our new King is the 
fact that The Queen never spoke out on political, planetary or economic 
issues.  On the rare occasions that she touched on these subjects they were 
addressed in particular terms with a strong sense of caring. 
In contrast, King Charles has for decades spoken passionately about these 
issues in his role as the Prince of Wales and done so on a very public stage - 
among world leaders and those who comprise the steering initiative of the 
WEF. 
 
At the UN’s Nov21 COP26 summit in Glasgow, Charles spoke about engaging 
in a military style operation, based upon a war-like footing.  What he said – 
and how he said it – has caused a great deal of concern and particularly 
among those labelled Conspiracy Theorists.  Not least in fact, due to his use 
in another paragraph of the pronoun ‘HIS’.  Who is HE – referred to as HIS? 
It occurs in the paragraph which starts: 

“We also know that countries…” 
“Here we need a vast military style campaign to marshal the strength of 
the global private sector, with trillions at HIS 
disposal far beyond global GDP, and with the greatest respect, beyond 
even the governments of the world’s leaders. It 
offers the only real prospect of achieving fundamental economic 
transition. So how do we do it? First, how do we get 
the private sector all pulling in the same direction?” 

 
The full transcript of the speech is here and the video of the speech  here. 
 
What the UK and the world are going to witness over the coming months 
and more, is a complete change in how the British Monarchy approaches life 
and - as a result – how the monarchy is seen by people around the world. 
Many will say, that by adopting this revised approach, the monarchy has set 
itself on a path fraught with danger.  I cannot help but share that view. 
What happens in the coming months will be truly revealing.      
 
I remember reading some passages translated by the famous French 
astrologer and reputed seer of the 1500s - Nostradamus. There are certain 
variations in his predictions for the monarchy, but the underlying message 
appears to be that the dynasty is now nearing its end.  A sobering thought. 
An interesting one though and particularly given that the world appears to be 
heading for a complete reset.  See also Further Reading for more. 
 
And here, I am not thinking of a reset of the type talked about by the 
previous Prince Charles - now King - and the WEF.   
I am thinking of a reset of a completely different nature and – frankly – a 
reset which is far fairer and far more beneficial for everyone.  A reset which 
will be based on a complete shift in power – a shift away from the 0.01% of 
the world’s population who hold an extraordinary proportion of the world’s 
total wealth.  This reset is expected to be the deciding shift – a shift to the 
people.   
That is, all the People.  
In time, we will all see.    
   

https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_debdcb1d80f146daa8e5ec55a969aa55.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fuTzaCd_Suo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nostradamus
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11 Speaking of power, I give an advance indicator of returning to this subject, 
another time.   
 
But I do wonder why we all talk of these people in terms of them, either 
having or being ‘In Power’? 
 
The term reinforces the concept in our minds of these people having POWER 
over us – which of course they do - in reality.  But surely, it should not be like 
that.  These people are put in place by the People.  They, in most cases, are 
elected or appointed by the People. They are appointed and financially 
rewarded, by the People - to Serve The People.   
So why do we speak of them in these terms? 
 
Should we not – as a People – talk in terms of ‘Servant Leaders’? 
Leaders whose role is to SERVE – The People. 
And once they have served The People – they step down, to pass the role 
and their responsibility – to serve The People – to another Servant Leader.  
 
There was nothing in the prince’s speech at the Glasgow COP26 conference 
– or any speech anywhere for that matter, which even hints at this kind of 
revised approach.  This tells me – and I think should tell you – that this 
revised approach is not part of the Great Reset HE – Charles - the WEF and 
all the others in Power – have in mind. 
 
We should perhaps dwell on this and – moreover – the concept of the 
People adopting this revised approach – and appointing Servant Leaders to 
serve.  After all, do we really want these people to hold power over us?  It is 
not as if they have done anything like a good job.  Ever! 
 
The Shift I referred to earlier, will I’m sure include this revised approach – this 
revised concept of Leadership – and with it a completely revised approach to 
transparency.  It’ll also be an approach based upon those qualities that are so 
rarely seen but are so fundamental within an Intelligent Grown-Up Society. 
Truth and Integrity.       
 

12 For those who may wonder where that concept of these people ‘having the 
Power’ came from, I wonder if perhaps it had anything to do with something 
in our history which appears to have been wiped? 
 
The question is – did WE The People actually have the Power at one point.  
Then later, we had it taken away – by those who have it now? 
 
I introduce a few interesting points to leave with you here. 
Thinking of these money men - holding the lion’s share of total planetary 
wealth, I was turned onto this topic in a series of documentaries I viewed.  
The stories tell of cities around the world – in Meyer Rothschild’s era in fact – 
that were powered by electricity – FREE electricity! 
 
There are photographic images of these cities – but the buildings they show 
no longer exist.  Now why would that be, you will wonder?  
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I know, the idea of FREE energy sounds utterly ridiculous and we’ve heard 
daily from those in POWER how much it is going to bleed from us all to stay 
warm this winter and beyond.  If electrical power was freely available then – 
in these past times - where could we all be now, you will ponder?   
A whole lot richer for a start! 
 
But if FREE electricity- FREE POWER - was available – then what possible 
motive could there be for not making it available to everyone? 
It’s the first question in your mind – right?  
Quite! 
 
The official narrative tells of these cities – run on FREE POWER - being 
temporary exhibitions – quickly erected and quickly demolished.  This tale is 
a little difficult to believe given their enormous size and grandeur.  What is 
perhaps more believable is that the money men moved in to end FREE 
POWER for all – in preference for a charging system.  In fact, this idea 
reminds me of what JP Morgan was reputed to have said to Nikola Tesla.   
JP Morgan was one of those money men. 
 
Effectively, it seems these people TOOK the POWER - and they still have it!   
Demolition of the cities perhaps being a certain way to erase any trace of this 
incredible discovery and its mark in our history books.  
 
Have a listen to this man – Dr Steven Greer and his talk titled...   
 "It Will Be The End Of Energy Companies" | The FORBIDDEN Technology of 
Nikola Tesla 
 

13 Turning back to the frontpage and the main news of the decade.  
 
The Queen was a class batsman and almost made a maiden century.  But 
looking at the tailenders coming in behind her, it is possible the whole side 
will be all out very soon in a tumble of wickets.  With the innings over, the 
match will have been finally decided.   
 
The real Test to begin directly after, could ultimately bring immense joy and 
peace to the whole world. 
 
To win that Test will require us all – I imagine – to become a whole lot more 
aware and a whole lot more engaged in life at these levels. 
It could mean the end of politicians as we currently know them. 
It appears we’ve reached the end of the Monarchy as we knew it.  
 
They and the money men won’t make the changes necessary. 
And I’m not referring to the changes they all say they are making for us. 
So that leaves us. 
We need to make those changes – stemming from our awakening. 
 

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._P._Morgan
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=dr+steven+greer+tesla&t=chromentp&iax=videos&ia=videos&iai=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DklXj198vY4A
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=dr+steven+greer+tesla&t=chromentp&iax=videos&ia=videos&iai=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DklXj198vY4A
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 By: David Charles 
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 FURTHER READING 

 LINK News Punch: Nostradamus Predicted ‘Great Uprising’ Against King 
Charles III 

 LINK 9/11 Pentagon attack: 1:21:47 

 LINK The PLAN: The WHO has planned for 10yrs of infectious diseases  

 LINK Rockefeller Foundation: Scenarios for the Future of Technology 
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